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vary quite widely, depending on such factors as the age
and sex structure of the group employed, labour turn-over,
and the employment of immigrants, especially from Asia
or Ireland. Geographical factors and the routine radio-
graphy of all new entrants might also have to be considered.
At one extreme it is possible to visualize a light engineer-

ing factory in the south of England with a stable labour
force, routine radiography of new entrants (who might be
mostly B.C.G.-vaccinated school-leavers), and no immigrant
labour in which, after one or two mass radiography surveys
with a negligible yield, it would be difficult to justify further
factory-wide surveys. Even here, immediate x-ray examina-
tion of all work contacts of new cases coming to light in
other ways would be needed. At the other extreme would
be a "heavy" factory with a high turnover of much un-
skilled labour, including a high proportion of Asian or
Irish immigrants, and situated in an industrial town of the
midlands or north. Under these conditions annual mass
radiography would be well justified.

Therefore no single answer can be given to the question,
but it is hoped that sufficient indication of the factors to
be considered have been given to enable the questioner to
arrive at a reasonable answer for the particular circum-
stances of his own factory. The value of routine radiography
at 3-5-year intervals, even if the yield is low, in preventing
the accumulation of potentially infectious cases is another
aspect which might be considered, though difficult to
demonstrate with certainty.
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Offensive Stools
Q.-A mentally deficient child with polyposis of the large

bowel has been operated upon frequently for removal of the
polypi and has persistently loose, frequent, and offensive
motions, which is most unpleasant for the staff on the ward.
Is there any medication which will reduce this ?
A.-No mention is made of the type of operations which

have been performed on this child. If part of the colon
has been removed this might contribute to the looseness
and frequency of the stools. Their offensiveness is partly
determined by the food that the child eats and partly by
the bacterial flora of the colon which decomposes the faecal
material. Thus the problem can be attacked in two ways.
Excessive protein by mouth may be to blame for the offen-
siveness, whereas excessive carbohydrate may contribute to
the looseness, and excess of either should be corrected. The
bacterial flora should be determined and if this is abnormal
it may be possible to correct it by an appropriate antibiotic.
However, the use of antibiotics, such as chlortetracycline,
-demands caution, for this in itself may cause an abnormal
bacterial flora, and, indeed, the present state of affairs may
be a sequel to the use of intestinal antibiotics at the time
-of the child's many operations. The use of deodorants by
mouth, such as charcoal or yoghurt, is less certain in its
action, but either of these preparations may be tried.

Recurrent Dislocation of Jaw
Q.-What is the cause of recurrent, spontaneous disloca-

lion of the jasv in a boy aged 17, and what can be done to
prevlent or ciure this condition ?

A.-The first step is to take a radiograph to demonstrate
the dislocation and to ensure that there is no bony abnor-
mality. In this patient it would probably be of congenital
origin. If the radiograph shows the jaw is normal apart
from the dislocation, the advice of a consultant dental
-surgeon should be obtained. The most likely cause is
malocclusion due either to multiple extractions or to
abnormal positioning of the teeth. The most likely help
is to be obtained from dental care.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Vaccination Sites.-Dr. J. HUISMAN (Rotterdam) writes: I was

very interested in the answer given by your expert to the question
about vaccinating babies on the sole of the foot (" Any
Questions ? " November 18, p. 1375). I agree with your expert
that a good site to avoid unsightly scarring is on the posterior
aspect of the upper arm. In fact, I think any other place than
the upper arm should, generally speaking, be abandoned. Other
vaccination sites are chosen only for cosmetic reasons, which
are, as you know, seldom medical as well. However, I was
surprised that your expert did not advise more strongly against
the choice of the sole of the foot. Besides the important reasons
he gave there is always the risk of keloid formation in the
vaccination scar, and I once saw a young man who had a keloid
scar after vaccination on the sole of his foot. Because of this
he was unable to walk long distances.

OuR EXPERT replies: Subjects who are liable to develop keloid
scarring following lesions of the skin may obviously have such
trouble following vaccination on the sole of the foot or, in fact,
wherever a vaccination is performed. Fortunately these cases
are not common, but the instance given by Dr. Huisman provides
an additional warning of the undesirable consequences which may
ensue when the sole of the foot is utilized for vaccination.

Examinations for Life Assurance.-Dr. W. P. ROE (Lincoln)
writes: Will your expert please answer another question (see
" Any Questions ? " October 21, p. 1096) ? Why in life assur-
ance examinations is so much made of a history of contact with
a case of tuberculosis, whereas with careful examination and
supervision these contacts should have little shorter expectation
of life than other people, while on the other hand no inquiry
at all is made about smoking habits, it having been established
that the habit of cigarette smoking carries a large and rapidly
increasing mortality ? This has been well known for several
years and is surely no longer in doubt.

OUR EXPERT replies: Whereas formerly insurance offices
declined proposals from persons suffering from tuberculosis or,
by reason of close contact, likely to suffer from it, nowadays the
vastly improved situation as regards mortality from tuberculosis
is recognized by the life offices. Proposals are usually entertained
and often accepted even at ordinary rates or with small loadings
designed to cover the risks of the proposer (1) acquiring the
disease; and (2) thereafter dying from it, for death from
tuberculosis still occurs. Life offices for the most part accept
the validity of the statistics which link cigarette smoking with
cancer of the lung. Some offices ask for information concerning
a proposer's habits in respect of tobacco smoking, but, so far as
I am aware, most offices do not. There are two reasons why
information about tobacco smoking is not extensively used in
judging proposals. First, there is the difficulty in ensuring
accuracy of information in respect of both present smoking
habits and the proposer's past smoking history. Secondly, even
if accurate information were available on these points the increase
in mortality which might be expected to result from heavy or
comparatively heavy tobacco smoking must be taken in con-
junction with the mortality from all forms of cancer and, of
course, the general mortality from all causes. In this general
context the appropriate increase of premium would be so small
as not to be worth charging, amounting perhaps to only a few
pence per cent.
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Correction.-We regret that the price of " syntometrine " was
given as 4s. for one 1-ml. ampoule (December 30, 1961, p. 1776).
This is the price of six ampoules.
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